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Portfolio of Projects

Thor Love & Thunder UK film launch
B2c OOH, DOOH, Bus, Trains, Malls & Roadside

SAATCHI & SAATCHI (London 2022)

Trying to squeeze 5 months of work into a 3 month launch schedule was never going to be
an easy. The July 2022 Love and Thunder film release for the UK market was sponsored by
Direct Line Insurance. It needed a consumer push during the release period. You can see
various media locations below.

Bollfilter UK Segment emailing
GDPR compliant B2b email system

BOLLFILTER (2018)

Trying to get people to accept and open marketing emails is a fight
these days. Then getting a reaction, some genuine interest, or even
heaven forbid a sales lead is a major bonus!
An appointment for a site sales visit is what BOLLFILTER UK needed.
This system covered that need well.

Bollfilter Software development
B2b Native iOS app
BOLLFILTER (2015)

Apps or Applications are nothing new, they’ve been
around since computers have been in existence. The key
requirement of a good application is to make the
computer or device function in the way you the user want
it to.
Sadly in our fast moving 24-7-365 world most busy
Technical people and Engineers do not have the luxury of
time to endlessly browse the web for the bits of
information they need.
Crucially the Internet is not always available, so the
“BOLLFILTER APP” works offline without the need for the
internet except for: YouTube Videos, updates and the
“contact us for assistance features”. It is information when
you need it when you’re off grid.
The solution was to include information that Technical
people and Engineers want into one small piece of
Software called the “BOLLFILTER APP”.

Orbis Access website
B2b+c web build

THE CORNER (London 2012)
This project required my full project management skills
for an Agile/Waterfall web build for Orbis Access, a new
ecommerce Wealth Management alpha-mobile device
website for an Investment Bank.
This is a ground-breaking departure from the normal
banking websites that I am normally familiar with.
Particularly with the use of the Basecamp project
management forum software.
Jobs included the stakeholder management, fast track
agile design, complete wireframing then building to SEO
benchmarks.
In addition were scrum and user story plans, IA for UX
existing site analysis, project management and creative
content streams for two websites, client and new public
lead generation.

B & I Pharma Business

B2b media planning tool and app
GROUP M (London 2012)

On this project I had to utilise a clever piece of software
while working with the stakeholders to customise a new
media tool for the analytics of client’s media spend for
all their global WPP media planners.
Further identiﬁable data managment analytics included
gathering and specifying, UAT and regression testing for
the new global software (media analytics tool) and
extranet and data management projects for all WPP
agencies.
I identiﬁed all the data and application bugs for a retro
ﬁx and subsequently deployed the website in record
time, much earlier than required. Plus all the regression
and UAT ran in record time too.
I later briefed the customer user teams on the web
development techniques to enable them to carry out
correct user experiences and be fully integrated into
the tools and set up of data management.

Elizabeth Arden Juicy
Couture

B2c mobile website for competition
BILLINGTON CARTMELL (London 2012)

Using the JIRA XP project management system, this
project for Elizabeth Arden, New York in association with
Britany Spears was to project manage the mobile,
Facebook and Microsites plus develop the email
marketing and SQL database creation for their new
website.
Then there was the integration of QR codes for the data
capture in the Elizabeth Arden mobile site for Juicy
Couture perfume.
We also created the wire frame for the new site and
database requirements workﬂow for CRM and SQL, all of
which was completed within 6 weeks.

Ella’s Kitchen

B2c website and email for lead gen
BILLINGTON CARTMELL (London 2012)

Wire framed the new site and database requirements workﬂow for the CRM
and SQL Database. Use of JIRA as an XP project management system within
the agency.
Creative iterative stages that worked directly behind the in house build
using Wordpress CMS. The logging of all content into the sitemap.
The collection and testing of content before deployment. Scheduling the
project and resourcing to suit a tight budget of £200k.

Rolex Global
advertising

B2c press and online media
HOGARTH (London 2011)

With a huge spend and global rollout, this
project was taken from the master ﬁles and
consisted of press and advertising banners
with Spongecell DART technology for direct
response marketing.
It was transcreated and adapted for 60
local markets ensuring QR codes and click
tags were all correctly executed while
following the master guidelines, executed
and adapted to all the media sizes and
adaptations and rigorously proof read.

Allergan Natrelle
Implants

B2c multi-country creative
adaption
HOGARTH (London 2011)

Working with Grey, Ogilvy Mather, and Young &
Rubicam who were the global agencies for
Allergan, Fido CS 5.5 & Trados; this project was for
the New Natrelle collection covering branding and
advertising for over forty markets.
The job included the formulation of content for
online use, image control that follows the brand
guidelines and copy transcreation for global
markets using WPP’s excllent new FIDO (PM
system) that manages the workﬂow.

MWB e-comm website
B2b lead gen seo platform
MWB EXCHANGE (London 2011)

This project occupied six months of my time, contracted as an
online Marketing Project Manager.
The job in hand was a complete new fast track web build to
produce a Drupal CMS website; working to producing key user
stories to make the business case, building the sitemap to
reﬂect users preferences taken from analytics studies and
experian trends.
In addition there was the comprehensive wire-framing done to
ten iterations. Plus the development of a content and data
migration plan along with a total re-branding.
The whole project was managed by a development team of
around 16 personnel with a budget of £350,000 including
some Marcomms, brand and product stakeholders.

Adviserzone website

B2b ecom websphere extranet
STANDARD LIFE (Edinburgh 2010)

With a budget of around £40 million, this was a
large project working with IBM who were the
leading the technical project.
It was a fully agile environment with an international
on-site project team of 110 personnel. My day to
day management of resources included web
publishing team, Marcomms and brand and product
stakeholders.
In addition, there was the co-ordination of all
website content, dynamic, rich media as well as
optimisation content, legacy content and new
creative content streams from agencies and other
suppliers.
We also scheduled the CMS build and deployment,
working with technical design architects to build and
deploy new portal technology using Agile.
Finally working with an external agency, Dare
London to deﬁne information architecture and site
structure to align with user journeys.

Bacardi
Drink Responsibly Promotion
at Silverstone Formula 1
23 RED LONDON (2008)

The Silverstone car parks were ideal locations for placing
awareness messages.
The coach shown here was the centrepiece and created a big
brand presence, supported with DJs, music and models kitted
out in formula 1 drivers outfits.
We ended up branding the facing side with gold vinyl lettering.
The purpose being a fun way to promote responsible drinking.
Coach features include:
• Fully Air Conditioned
• VIP WC/Washroom
• Fully equipped oﬃce
• Large luxury lounge
• Plasma TV/DVD video & CD music systems
• Digital satellite TV systems
• White 12m x 6m sail cloth awning
• Tinted double glazed windows
• On-board 15 Kva 3 phase generator with 3 phase hook up facility

Canon & Jessops Euro 2008
Retail Experiential Promotions
SMARTFUSION LONDON (2008)

The creative idea was to theme the concept of Euro 2008
football, using footbal related images. This hopefully
attracted people’s attention to look at the Canon range of
cameras in the stores.
A table football was assembled for around 50 of the stores,
which had to be easily movable. Special events were based
around a knock-out table football competition to engage
the Jessops staﬀ and other chosen customers. together with
the retail displays this made a well-received campaign.

Screwfix CD Rom

B2b & B2c Interactive DVD creation
ALTAVIA-HTT (London 2007)

The task was to upload a 1,024 page, full colour A4
catalogue to a website and then transfer the 700MB ﬁle
to a CD disk, using the latest software.
The catalogue was self launching
and very user-friendly and could
be easily printed page by page at
the touch of an icon.
This activity involved creation,
testing and ﬁnally mass press
insertion and DM mailings.
The negative environmental
impact of industrial production
were the key beneﬁts for
Screwﬁx. This of course resulted in less tree felling.
With regard to the customers of Screwﬁx; it depended
on their individual IT skills, which was a big question
mark for any marketing department.

Shell Netherlands Retail POS
Print and Logistics Implementation
ALTAVIA - HTT (2006)

Part of a 22 market operation, the Shell downstream retail
operation covered all the forecourt displays and shop
promotional material from monolith wraps to shelf strips.
That’s 100 line items per campaign.
As well as manage the entire supply chain, the job also
included the overseeing of the
on-site installation and the re-supply
of damaged displays for all 520 sites.
Additional tasks also included my
assistance to the creative agency by
supplying them with all template
material and also create a few
completely fresh point of sale items.

Aqualtis website advertising
B2b website brand video adaption
GRUPO-ALTAVIA (Milan 2006)

This project consited of content adaptation and voiceovers
for the broadcast media involving a complex rebranding
exercise for the UK market. Lipsync, the supplier undertook
the amendments.
At the press launch event we had to unveil the new
rebranded consumer product called, Aqualtis. Formerly
under the Indesit brand, Hotpoint rebranded it for the UK
domestic market.
The event required the creation and production of a
number of items from the ﬁlm footage including training
ﬁlms, which were all shown on a 30 foot video screen.
Other collateral included the interactive self launching CD
ROM, and POS permanent retail washing machine stands
with DVD players.
This was quite a challenging as I had to source all the movie
footage from Turkey and Italy and then commission English
voiceover artists to do the overdubs.

The Shell Loyalty Catalogue
17 Markets

ALTAVIA-GROUP (2006)
Shell produced a 68 page A5-size gift catalogue for retail
customers to browse through their gifts and oﬀers. The task was
to distribute 23 million catalogues to every Shell retail site by
April 1st 2006.
I had to liaise between 17 local RMG-JWT oﬃces to obtain the
correct artwork in 17 diﬀerent languages and then do a reprint
of them all in Switzerland and Italy. I personally supervised the
entire 6 weeks print and distribution while away from the UK.
All catalogues were delivered on time from France to Turkey
with minor customs clearance issues into non-EU markets.
The key beneﬁts were; mass market communication in Europe
and the ability to roll out to markets quickly and eﬃciently
within an 8 week period.

Whiskas euro re-launch
B2c brand upgrade comm
ALTAVIA-GROUP (Paris 2005)

The Whiskas brand was relaunched in 2005.
It was decided that a direct marketing campaign with
a diﬀerence would be produced.
Masterfoods were unable to execute the multimarket project on their own due to the technical
nature of running ten markets simultaneously from
the UK to Portugal.
Digital Audio Sound Studio co-developed a 3-4 second
audio soundtrack of a meowing cat to be used on a
soundchip.
The sound modules were then duplicated in China
into ten adaptations for the local markets.
Over one million were produced for Europe alone.
The marketing piece was hugely successful.

Mercedes Benz E-Class

B2c Interactive Ambient Display
ALCONE MARKETING (London 2003)

Using theatrical features, the display included an
infra-red sensor with an invisible beam that was
broken within 10 feet by approaching visitors.
When broken, the sensor triggered the music of the
E-Class TV campaign played by the Aphex Twins.
Also featured were A6 frame-size ﬁlm strips on the
exterior design. In a number of these ﬁlm strips we
substituted still photographs for a lenticular insert
showing a four stage transitional impression of the
E-Class car driving alongside visitors who walked by.
All installations met with the UK health and safety
regulations.
The 3.1 metre high interactive sculpture were placed
on display at all the Mercedes Benz dealerships
during the launch of the new E-Class providing a huge
impact and wow factor.

IBM Magic Box

B2c outdoor B2b channel
OGILVYONE (London 1999)

The main image indicated here was taken at the
Waterloo supersite, the biggest billboard site in
London during 1999.
Apart from an extensive outdoor campaign around
the UK travel network, there were also a number of
integrated activities: A large press 8pp B2 insert
supplement with a 5 million run for all the major
quality broadsheet daily/Sunday newspapers.
The marketing toolkit consisted of a self- launching
CD ROM for the IBM dealer channel plus general
press advertising.
The creative concepts originated from a New York
designer. The main images however, were of a poor
quality and had to be carefully nurtured for multimedia use.

Waterloo supersite
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